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Private : 100

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt six questions in all. Question No. 1 is 
compulsory having 10 short answer questions. Give 
answer to each short answer question of Question No. 
1 in about 5 lines (50 words) and each question 
carries 2 marks. For other five questions, select one 
question from each Unit. Every long answer question 
carries 12 marks for Regular students and 16 marks 
for private students.
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Compulsory Question ( 31Piqi<4 TTV^ )

1. Attempt all short answer questions :
(a) What is meant by 'Sustainable Economy'?
(b) Describe the term 'Absolute Poverty'.
(c) Describe the term 'Class' in Marxian Analysis.
(d) What is meant by 'Turning Point' in Ranis- Fei Model?
(e) Describe the concept of 'Liberalization'.
(f) What is 'Plan Formulation'?
(g) Define 'Economic Planning'.
(h) What is meant by 'Fiscal Measures'?
(i) Describe the term 'People's Participation'.
(j) What is meant by 'Post Liberalization'?

:
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UNIT-I 
(^Tf-I)

2. Critically examine various traditional and modem criteria of 
development.
tom =£ fsrto mi(mR* afk arr^to qn<41‘

3. Discuss in detail the growth and equality trade-off.
toro afR uMM'di wtr-^ m torn 3 ^t‘i

UNIT-n 
(^nf-n)

4. Critically examine Schumpeterian theory of economic 
development.
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5. Describe Big-Push theory. What are the main points of 
criticism of this theory?
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UNIT-III

6. Discuss the core areas of State Intervention under 
Liberalization. Give some examples.
d«lO=h<u|

7. Explain determinants of Size and Priorities of any Plan, 
faret ^ht w afk ■snqfWdistf tofto
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UNIT-IV 
(Wf-IV)

8. Describe Harrod-Domar model in the context of Indian 
Planning.
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9. Discuss Dual gap analysis and foreign borrowing in regard 
to external resources.
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UNIT-V

10. Explain the main objectives of Third Five Year Plan of 
India.
*nra cfhnt ^ht wit

11. Discuss about disinvestments in Public Sector undertakings, 
MNCs and Swadeshi Movement.

(MNCs)
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